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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which option is the benefit of Cisco ACE solution?
A. completely isolated from network thus providing easy
management
B. infrastructure simplification
C. centralized management for all application teams
D. minimum scalability for application delivery
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2016.
The Docker daemon runs on Server1.
You need to ensure that members of a security group named
Docker Administrators can administer Docker.
What should you do?
A. Edit the Configuration.json file.
B. Edit the Daemon.json file.
C. Add Docker Administrators to the local Administrators group.
D. Run the sc privsc ommand.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
An analyst is evaluating an annual-pay bond with a yield to
maturity of 7.0%. The bond-equivalent yield of this bond is:
A. less than 7.0%
B. greater than 7.0%
C. equal to 7.0%
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer has a Windows 2012 SQL Cluster running on HPE
StoreEasy 1450 storage and wants to ensure that combined
throughput of all network adapters is used on all cluster nodes
together.
Which HPE StoreEasy system feature helps the customer meet this
requirement?
A. Smart Pathing
B. Multibus failover and node fault tolerance
C. SMB Multichannel
D. Windows Native MPIO
Answer: C
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